Corrigendum.
Hilário, Ana Patrícia (2017) Contestation, instrumental resistance and strategic conformation within the diagnostic process of Gender Dysphoria in Portugal. Health 21(5): 555-572. DOI: 10.1177/1363459317708826 In the Acknowledgements section of this article, the author would like to replace the word "practitioners" by "trans people". The final version should be read as: Acknowledgements The reflection developed drew on data collected in the frame of the European Research Council funded project TRANSRIGHTS: Gender citizenship and sexual rights in Europe: Transgender lives in transnational perspective. The project reflects only the views of the author, and the European Union cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein. I would like to express my gratitude to TRANSRIGHTS coordinator Sofia Aboim, who encouraged my participation in the project, for her expertise and guidance during the construction of this article. I would like to thank the trans people who agreed to take part in the TRANSRIGHTS project.